
Year Plan for Art grade 9 (MYP 4)

unit no. Unit title

Weeks

lessons

hours

Key concept related concept global context Statement of Inquiry Objectives ATL skills Content Resources

1  One point Perspective 
8 weeks

16 lessons
Perspective Style Visual culture

 Personal and cultural 

expression. Style Visual 

culture

  Investigation of different style concepts gives us a range of 

perspectives by artists on reality.

 Knowledge and understanding A1, A2 

Developing skills B1, B2 Thinking creatively 

C1, C2, C3 Responding D1, D2

Communication skills - visula, vocal

Research Skills

Self mangement of project  andf 

refl;ection on what their work

social skills

Elements of Art(space)

Teacher Methods and Materials: Video about 

FLW, Discussion, guided practice, examples of 

modern architectural renderings, handouts on 2-

point linear perspective, assist students as 

needed throughout the project

Teacher will demonstrate one-point linear 

2  Impressionism
8 weeks

16 lessons
AESTETICS Innovation Style

Scientific and technical 

innovation. 

Orientation in Space 

and Time

 The study of aesthetics in impressionism develops skills for 

the critical appreciation and analysis of art, culture and 

nature. The Impressionists innovated the interpretation of 

their world. They wanted to be modern and to show the real 

world. 

 Knowledge and understanding A1, A2 

Developing skills B1, B2 Thinking creatively 

C1, C2, C3 Responding D1, D2

Research Skills Communication -  though art

Painting

https://www2.slideshare.net/

www. youtube .com

www.pinterst 

.comhttps://www.tes.com/teaching-

resource/impressionist-art-6160248

Student Materials:   drawing pencils, 

sketchbooks, erasers, rulers 

3 Gesture drawing
8 weeks

16 lessons
Change

Expression Visual 

Culture

 Orientation in Space 

and Time

Change, action and movement is part of our functioning, 

visual culture and perception in life

 B1, B2 Thinking creatively C1, C2, C3 

Responding D1, D2, D3

Research skills

Thinking skills - Thinking creatively

Analyse an action. Practice with 

different sketching techniques 

(gesture drawing)

Evaluate drawings using acquired 

language. Optional group work: 

Recreate a scene from the news.

https://www.thesmartteacher.com/exchange/re

source/1634/Gesture-Drawing                          

    

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Browse/

Search:gesture%20drawing

www. youtube .com

www.pinterst .com

https://www2.slideshare.net/

4
Frozen Actions (Gesture 

sculpture)

8 weeks

16 lessons
Change

Expression Visual 

Culture

Orientation in Space 

and Time

Change, action and movement is part of our functioning, 

visual culture and perception in life. A moment in time 

freezes an action but can still express the process off 

change. Analysis of movements, gestures and actions give us 

a greater insight in change processes, movement,

Developing skills B1, B2 Thinking creatively 

C1, C2, C3 Responding D1, D2,

Research skills

Thinking skills - Thinking creatively
Create a sculpture of a frozen action

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Browse/

Search:gesture%20drawing

www. youtube .com

www.pinterst 

.comhttps://www.kmw.ch/en/exhibitions/froze

n-gesture 

/ 


